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Abstract—Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) is well
known as optimization algorithm based on a particular
intelligent foraging behavior of honeybee swarms. In
this study, We propose Artificial Bee Colony having
Two Kinds of Colonies (ABCTKC). It has different
characteristic each group. We investigate the char-
acteristic and the performance of ABCTKC by four
benchmark functions and confirm that this new search-
ing strategy has high speed convergence.

1. Introduction

Karaboga has proposed an Artificial Bee Colony
(ABC) [1] [2] algorithm in 2005. The ABC is known
as one of the optimization techniques used for opti-
mization problems such as a linear programming, and
this is an evolutionary algorithm to simulate the in-
telligent foraging behavior of honeybee swarms [3] [4].
The ABC algorithm is proposed that base on real bee
behavior and consist of three kinds of honeybee, em-
ployed bee, onlooker bee and scout bee. Employed bee
has the role of searching and searches wide area. On-
looker bee has the role of development and searches
small area depending on employed bee searching in-
formations. Scout bee that fell into local minima can
escape from local minima by scout bee searching. ABC
can obtain high efficiency that combine these bees
searching. However, it has a disadvantage that con-
vergence of the entire colony is slow.

In the previous study, we proposed Artificial Bee
Colony having Twin Colonies (ABCTC) [5]. ABCTC
divides one colony to two. In order to search effec-
tively, we propose the exchange of employed bee be-
tween colonies as new strategy of ABCTC. It has high
speed convergence in optimal solution because it can
efficiently search having the exchange. The strategy
has the effect having decrease search for local minima
in the exchange and can easy to escape from local min-
ima.

In this study, we propose Artificial Bee Colony hav-
ing Two Kind of Colonies (ABCTKC). In ABCTKC,
it has different characteristics each colony. By the

interaction of different characteristics colonies, ABC-
TKC is able to explore more effectively than ABC and
ABCTC. First, we research the effect of the informa-
tion sharing and present the utility of ABCTKC. By
computer simulations, we confirm that ABCTKC can
converge with higher speed than the conventional ABC
by avoiding the local minimum problem.

2. ABC with Two Kinds of Colonies

2.1. Behavior of real bees

One of the behavior of honeybee has divide into
colony. When the number of bee of a colony became
many numbers, the production efficiency of the colony
decreases. In order to clear up this problem, honeybee
divide into two colonies. From these, honeybee can
keep constant efficiency for searching.

2.2. Process of ABCTKC algorithm

The ABCTKC has two different characteristic
colonies. Two colonies are set to Colony1 and
Colony2, respectively. Colony1 has the same char-
acteristic as ABC and ABCTC, Colony2 has different
characteristic from Colony1. In Colony2, employed
bee search new solution using the current best result
of employed bee in Colony1 and the average of whole
position information in Colony2. The algorithm re-
quires several parameters to be set; the number of bees
is M , employed bees Mg is 50% and onlooker bees Ml

is 50%. Initialization count is tRi. We explain the
process of ABCTKC algorithm in detail as follows.

Step 1 (Initialization):
Let a generation step t = 0, the converge step
tRi = 0 and the exchange step te. After the em-
ployed bees divided two colonies, disposes the em-
ployed bee i = (1, 2, ...,Me) at random.

Step 2 (Search by employed bee):
Colony1 :
Employed bees search new food source each
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group. In order to search better food source, the
employed bee uses the following expression (1):

Xid(t+ 1) = Xid(t) + Φid(Xid(t)−Xkd(t)) (1)

where Xi(t) = (xi1, xi2, ..., xid) is position infor-
mations in employed bees. k ∈ {1, 2, ...,Me} is
randomly chosen indexes for each groups. Al-
though k is determined randomly, it has to be
different from i. Φid is a random number between
[−1,1]. d is dimension parameters.
Colony2:
In Colony2, the search method of employed bee
is different from Colony1. Employed bee uses the
following expression (2):

Xid(t+ 1) =id (t) + rand[0, 1](Xid(t)−Xbest,d(t))

− rand[0, 1](Xid(t)−Xave,d(t))

(2)

where Xbest,d(t) is the current best position of
Colony1 and Xave,d(t) is the average position of
whole Colony2.

Step 3 (Evaluation of employed bee): Evaluate Xi(t)
and comparison of the current employed bee fit-
ness value f(Xi(t)).
If f(Xi(t)) ≤ f(Xi(t+ 1)): Let tRi = tRi + 1.
If f(Xi(t)) > f(Xi(t + 1)): Update the position
information on each Xi, and tRi = 0.

Step 4 (Search by onlooker bee): Onlooker bee
searches new food sources depending on evalua-
tion values of employed bees. As the evaluation
value of food source increases, the probability cho-
sen as onlooker bee increases. The chosen proba-
bility Pi is calculated by the following expression
(3):

Pi =
f(Xi)∑Mg

n=1 f(Xn)
(3)

Onlooker bee searching methods is the same as
employed, it shown following expression (4):

Yjd(t) = Xid(t) + Φid(Xid(t)−Xkd(t)) (4)

where Y j(t) = (xi1, xi2, ..., xid) is position infor-
mations in onlooker bees.

Step 5 (Evaluation of onlooker bee):
If f(Xi(t)) ≤ f(Y j(t)): Let tRi = tRi + 1.
If f(Xi(t)) > f(Y j(t)): Update the position in-
formation on each employed bee Xi to onlooker
bee Y j , and tRi = 0.

Step 6 (Search by scout bee):
If Tlimit, initialize Xi and tRi = 0. New Xi is
searched by scout bee and is calculated by the
following expression (5):

Xid(t+ 1) = Xmin + rand[0, 1](Xmax −Xmin) (5)

where Tlimit shows generation until carry out ini-
tialize Xi and is calculated by the multiplication
of generation number T and dimension parameter
d.

Step 7 (Exchange of employed bee): This Step 7 is
new step in ABCTC and ABCTKC.
If Te ≥ te: Exchange employed bee between
colonies and te = 0. The exchanged bee is deter-
mined by the provability of inverse proportional
to tRi. In other words, the larger tRi, the higher
is the likelihood of that employed bee to be se-
lected. The selection probability Ei is calculated
by the following expression (6):

Ei =
( 1
TRi

)3∑Mg

n=1(
1

TRi
)3

(6)

Step 8 Let t = t+ 1, go back to [Step 2] and repeat
until T = t.

3. Simulation

3.1. Benchmark Functions

In order to evaluate the performance of ABCTKC,
we apply ABCTKC to some benchmark problems.
The problems have the optimum (minimum) values
of f(x) in the algorithm. We use the following four
benchmarks.
1. Sphere function :

f1(x) =
d∑

d=1

x2
d, (7)

where x ∈ [−5.12, 5.12]d and the optimum solution x∗

are all [0, 0, ..., 0].
2. Rosenbrock function :

f2(x) =

d−1∑
d=1

(100(x2
d+1 − xd)

2 + (xd − 1)2), (8)

where x ∈ [−2.048, 2.048]d and the optimum solution
x∗ are all [1, 1, ..., 1].
3. Rastrigin function :

f3(x) = 10d+
d∑

d=1

(
x2
d − 10 cos(2πxd)

)
, (9)

where x ∈ [−5.12, 5.12]d and the optimum solution x∗

are all [0, 0, ..., 0].
4. Griewank function :

f4(x) =
d∑

d=1

x2
d

4000
+

d∏
d=1

cos(
xd√
d
) + 1, (10)
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where x ∈ [−512, 512]d and the optimum solution x∗

are all [0, 0, ..., 0].

All the functions have the dimension parameter d.
In this study, d is set 20 or 50 to investigate the perfor-
mance and the defaults of employed bee is same each
algorithms. We carry out the simulation 100 times
with T = 10000 generations.

3.2. Simulation Results

We investigate the performance of ABCTKC that
compare with the conventional ABC by tour bench-
mark functions. In this study, we calculated the per-
centage of found optimal solution and the average of
generation until found optimal solution. First, we in-
vestigate the influence of the exchange of employed
bees between colonies for benchmark functions (see
Fig. 1). The best It is shown in x-axis. The It shows
interval timing that carry out exchange of employed
bee between colonies and used to calculate the Te. The
frequency of exchange is calculated from multiplication
of generation times and It. In the case of It = 0.0001,
the exchange is carried out every generation. In the
case of It = 1, the exchange is not done. The y-axis
shows average evaluation value of the simulation 100
times. Next, we consider the number of exchanges of
bees for one time. In this study, the maximum num-
ber of exchanges of bees is set from one point to five
points. The exchanges are performed when the bee did
not update evaluation value. From Fig. 1, we found
that its optimal parameters are very similar in d = 20
and d = 50 each function. If we apply ABCTKC to
new function in high dimension, we can use optimal
parameters that were determined by low dimension.
From this, we can find optimal parameters that are ob-
tained in little calculation. In comparison with ABC,
we determined optimal parameters of ABCTKC with
reference to these investigations.

In Table 1, it is shown comparison results with ABC
and ABCTKC in d = 20 and d = 50. In d = 20, ABC-
TKC is better results than ABC in Sphere, Rosenbrock
and Griewank function. In Rastrigin function, because
of the difference between MAX and MIN by ABC-
TKC’s result, ABCTKC obtains better results with
small number of trials. In d = 50, ABCTKC is better
results than ABC in all functions. Particularly, ABC-
TKC is more effectively in Rastrigin and Griewank
functions. From results, we found that ABCTKC is
obtained better results when the number of exchange
times in every generation was increased. So, it is nec-
essary to investigate behaviors by increasing the max-
imum number of exchange. Further, we found that
ABCTKC is effective in high dimensions, particularly,
multimodal functions. This is considered to be be-
cause Colony2 having high neighborhood search abil-
ity acted commutatively well with Colony1. It was

also good to that have an unbalanced ratio of infor-
mation sharing between colonies.

4. Conclusion

In this study, we proposed Artificial Bee Colony hav-
ing Two Kinds of Colonies (ABCTKC) to improve the
convergence speed of the conventional ABC. We inves-
tigated the performance of ABCTKC by comparison
with ABC. From results, we confirmed ABCTKC has
high dependability of parameters. Its optimal parame-
ters are very similar in d = 20 and d = 50 for each func-
tion. As results, we found that ABCTKC obtained
better results when the number of exchange times in
every generation was increased. In future works, we
would like to perform closer parametric examination.
We will analyze the behavior of ABCTKC by more
multi colonies.
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Figure 1: Performance of ABCTKC as changing parameter. (a) Sphere in d = 20. (b) Rosenbrock in d = 20.
(c) Rastrigin in d = 20. (d) Griewank in d = 20. (e) Sphere in d = 100. (f) Rosenbrock in d = 100.
(g) Rastrigin in d = 100. (h) Griewank in d = 100.

Table 1: Comparison of the performance of ABC and ABCTKC for d = 20.
Function Algorithm Ave Min Max Optimal solution found [％] Generation ave

Sphere ABC 8.71E−255 4.34E−261 4.65E−253 NULL NULL
ABCTKC 4.33E-289 4.82E−300 3.21E−251 NULL NULL

Rosenbrock ABC 1.29 0.78 2.01 NULL NULL
ABCTKC 0.94 0.47 1.42 NULL NULL

Rastrigin ABC 0.25 0 18.7 86 7710
ABCTKC 0.8 0 3.19 30 8130

Griewank ABC 0 0 0 100 916
ABCTKC 0 0 0 100 1053

Table 2: Comparison of the performance of ABC and ABCTKC for d = 50.
Function Algorithm Ave Min Max Optimal solution found [％] Generation ave

Sphere ABC 9.77E−97 1.21E−98 1.19E−95 NULL NULL
ABCTKC 6.34E-125 5.34E−129 3.86E−123 NULL NULL

Rosenbrock ABC 12.83 8.38 19.75 NULL NULL
ABCTKC 11.4 8.06 15.8 NULL NULL

Rastrigin ABC 254.5 203.2 295.3 NULL NULL
ABCTKC 12.1 4.97 20.5 NULL NULL

Griewank ABC 1.09E−16 0 1.11E−16 2 8929
ABCTKC 3.33E-18 0 1.11E−16 97 5890
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